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                  * 13/12/2019         **18/12/2019 
              Source: EIA. Pemex BDI, Banxico, and CNH 

Crude oil 
Price* 
US/BD 

    WTI      60.11 
    BRENT   68.29 
    MME     54.94 

NG price* 
US/MMBTU 

Henry Hub 2.30 

Mx crude 
production  
MMbd 

1.661.5 (Oct-19) 

Mx NG 
production 
MMpcd 

4,952 (Oct.-19) 

US crude 
production 
MMbd 

12.46 (Sep-19) 

  
FX Rate**   18.97 

Oil & Gas 

Pemex issues certificates worth USD $264 million in local debt market – Reuters 
Pemex has launched a five-year issue of stock exchange certificates (Cebur) worth $5 billion pesos 
(USD $264 million) as part of its 2019 refinancing efforts, according to documents and sources 
familiar with the operation. The deal is to raise funds to partly cover cash used by Pemex to 
redeem Ceburs worth over $18 billion pesos (USD $950 million). 
 
So far this year, Pemex has spent some 36 billion pesos to redeem Ceburs. The last time the 
company placed an issue in the local market was in March 2016.  
 
The company’s financial debt reached USD $106 billion at the end of last year. It now stands at 
USD $99.6 billion after a series of refinancing operations this year aimed at reducing the debt 
burden and warding off the risk of a credit rating downgrade. 
 
CNH approves the exploration plan to Ebano field – CNH 
National Hydrocarbon Commission “CNH” approved to Diavaz the exploration plan for Ebano field. 
Ebano field is located in the Misantla Tampico Basin. 
 
Diavaz asked CNH to modify the execution of the drilling support services of an exploratory well 
because it does not have enough time to carry out the corresponding actions, requesting that the 
activity be carried out in 2020. During this year 37.5% of the budget will be executed and the 
remaining (USD $9 million) will be included in the 2020 budget. 
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CNH approves the modification to the development plan of Cárdenas-Mora field – CNH 
National Hydrocarbon Commission approved to Cheiron Holding the modification to the 
development plan of Cárdenas-Mora field. Cárdenas-Mora field is owned by PEP and is operated 
by Petrolera Cárdenas-Mora (Cheiron Holdings) through a farmout partnership. 
 
Cárdenas-Mora is located in Cárdenas, Tabasco, 55 km west of Villahermosa. The modification to 
the development plan includes 5 major and 22 minor repairs and to increase production through 
the drilling of 3 wells.  With these actions it is planned to extract reserves of 34.7 million barrels 
of oil and 78.5 billion cubic feet of gas. Cheiron Holdings contemplates an investment of USD 
$1,029 million, of which USD $127 million is for capex and USD $902 million operating expenses. 
 
CNH approves the exploration plan to Lukoil, block A12 – CNH 
National Hydrocarbon Commission approved to Lukoil the exploration plan for the contract R02-
L01-A12.CS/block A12.  Block A12 is located in shallow waters off the coast of Tabasco, 63 km 
from Paraíso. The area has 521 km². By 2020, Lukoil plans to carry out the drilling of the Otomí 
Oeste 1X exploratory well in June.   
 
The investment contemplated in the baseline scenario is USD $70 million and USD $80.5 million in 
the incremental scenario. 
 
Keppel delivers new platform to Group R – Oil and Gas Magazine 
Marine platform builder Keppel Offshore & Marine announced that it delivered the Cantarell III 
lifting platform to Group R. As part of the agreement, Group R had concluded a sale and lease of 
the platform with a wholly owned subsidiary of Keppel O&M. Keppel O&M will buy the platform 
back to Grupo R for approximately USD $190 million, which is the value of the platform balance 
contract. The construction company had received an initial payment of 20% of the value of the 
original contract for Cantarell III when the contract was signed in 2013. 
Cantarell III will be leased to the R group on a charter without crew at competitive prices for ten 
years, and will be deployed to work on the coast of Mexico on a charter that will begin in the 
first quarter of the year. 
 
Designed to operate at water depths of up to 400 feet and drill to depths of 30 thousand feet, 
Cantarell III is equipped with a fully automated high capacity rack and pinion jack system, 
automatic positioning fixing system and also has the capacity to 150 people. Cantarell III is 
equipped with Keppel's patented RigCare solution, a set of digital services to meet the needs of 
the equipment life cycle. Along with the lifting platform Cantarell IV, which was delivered by Keppel 
to the R Group earlier this year, they are the first drilling platforms in the industry with Smart 
Notations, according Keppel. 
 
Mexico's Pemex announces discovery of 'giant' crude oil deposit – Reuters 
Pemex discovered a deposit in southeastern Mexico that could yield 500 million barrels of crude, 
calling it the largest such finding in more than 30 years. The site, called Quesqui, is a so-called 
3P reserve, made up of deposits considered proven, probable and possible.  
 
“With the analysis of information provided by this well and seismic data in the area, we can 
confirm today the existence of a giant deposit equivalent to 500 million barrels of crude oil in a 
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3P reserve,” Pemex Chief Executive Octavio Romero Oropeza said.  He added that Pemex aimed 
to extract 69,000 barrels per day from the site by next year, and reach 110,000 bdp by 2021. 
 
Oil companies swap stakes in Mexico as government holds off on auctions – Reuters 
With Mexico’s government insisting that energy companies increase oil and gas output before it 
auctions off more of the country’s vast reserves or offers more partnerships with state-run Pemex, 
firms ranging from foreign majors to local players are scrambling to buy and sell blocks they 
already own. The negotiations are creating a dynamic secondary market for oil acreage, which 
could be the only investment opportunity left for firms until leftist President AMLO unblocks his 
predecessor’s flagship energy reform that has seen no new licensing rounds since 2018. 
 
Companies selling stakes include large foreign producers that were awarded blocks in previous 
rounds such as China’s CNOOC and Germany’s Wintershall Dea. Smaller firms including Hokchi 
Energy and Grupo Diavaz are also trying to share a portion of their assets. 
 
For sellers, allowing partners to get into their projects is a way to limit growing political and 
financial risks while sharing required capital expenditure. For buyers, this secondary market can 
open a way into a country whose industry still holds enormous potential although its 
competitiveness is fading. 
 
“If I want to grow and there are no rounds, the only option left is to buy a stake in some of the 
existing,” said Benigna Leiss, former country manager of U.S. Chevron Corp in Mexico. “Fortunately, 
regulation allows doing so.”  Several high-profile negotiations were announced since last year 
between firms including Italy’s ENI, Qatar Petroleum, Royal Dutch Shell and Chevron.  Lopez 
Obrador’s administration has suspended auctions planned for 2019 and halted farm-out 
opportunities until the existing projects add barrels to Mexico’s dwindling output. 
 
CNOOC, which faces heavy capital investment in Guyana, plans to sell stakes in two offshore 
blocks at Mexico’s Perdido basin. The negotiations are expected to be done in January, the 
company said, without revealing names of the interested buyers.  CNOOC in 2018 said it could 
sell or swap some of its unit Nexen Petroleum’s U.S. Gulf assets as part of a portfolio rebalancing. 
But planned stake sales in Mexico are “ordinary trading” of projects for oil exploration unrelated 
to other regions, the firm added in an email to Reuters. 
 
Wintershall Dea, the oil and gas unit of chemicals giant BASF, is also reshuffling its Mexican 
portfolio after buying independent firm Sierra Oil and Gas in late 2018 by offering a stake in an 
offshore block it shares with Malaysia’s Petronas, according to three sources. 
 
CNH approves O&G shallow priority assignments – CNH 
CNH approves Pemex 5 exploration plans which are set for investments of up to USD $1.3 bn. The 
minimum investment scenario is USD $468 million. 
 
The approved plans are for assignments AE-0152-Uchukil, AE-0153-Uchukil, AE-0160-Chalabil, AE-
0161-Chalabil and AE-0162-Chalabil. These are all part of the 64 assignments that were granted 
by the Ministry of Energy to the oil company on August 28. 
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AE-0152-Uchukil and AE-0153-Uchukil, approved plans are part of AMLO’s “priority assignments” – 
part of the master plan to strengthen a public role in oil and gas development.  The priority 
assignments are in the Gulf of Mexico off the coast of Tabasco, in the oil province of Cuencas 
del Sureste. 

• AE-0152-Uchukil covers 786 km² with an expected 401Mboe. The CNH approved a baseline 
investment scenario of USD $67.9 million and an incremental plan for around USD $533 
million. 

• AE-0153-Uchukil has the larger area, covering 1.145 km², with the CNH estimating nearly 
127Mboe in the play. The baseline investment scenario in the plan includes USD $113 
million, while the incremental scenario involves nearly USD $292 million.   

CNH also approved three additional plans related to assignments AE-0160-Chalabil, AE-0161-
Chalabil, and AE-0162-Chalabil in the Gulf of Mexico, off the coast of Campeche, also in the 
southeast basins. These three plans provide the incorporation of up to 78 million barrels of oil 
equivalent. 
 

• AE-0160-Chalabil covers an area of 1.459 km²; however, expected resources total just over 
11Mboe. Under the baseline scenario nearly USD $120 million would be required, while the 
incremental scenario has around USD $161 million.   

• AE-0161-Chalalbil has an area of 730 km² and holds an estimated 40.2Mboe, with two 
scenarios in the plan for USD $99 million and the incremental scenario USD $208 million.  

• AE-0162-Chalabil project covers nearly 924 km² and holds an estimated 27Mboe, with two 
scenarios in the plan for USD $68 million and the incremental scenario USD$118 million.  

CNH approves drilling of the Chibu-1EXP exploratory well in ultra-deep waters of the Gulf of 
Mexico – CNH 
National Hydrocarbons Commission authorized the request to drill the Chibu-1EXP ultra deep water 
exploratory well to the Shell Exploration and Extraction operator. It is the first exploratory well to 
be drilled in ultra-deep waters of the Saline Basin of the Gulf of Mexico. The total programmed 
depth is estimated at 6,731 m². 
 
The well will be drilled under a contract in the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico, signed in May 
2018 with the contractor Shell Exploración y Extracción.  In total, 219 million barrels of oil 
equivalent are estimated as prospective resources. The drilling time contemplated is 85 days, with 
start-up activities as of December 5, 2019, ending on February 28, 2020. 
 
An investment of USD $93.3 million is estimated, related to the drilling and completion of the well. 
 
Power/Renewable Energy 
 

IEnova announces the execution of a long-term energy supply contract with Grupo 
Cementos de Chihuahua – IEnova Press Release 
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IEnova informs the execution of a long term clean energy supply contract with several subsidiaries 
of Grupo Cementos de Chihuahua, S.A.B. de C.V. (“GCC”). 

The energy for this contract will be generated by Border Solar, a 150 MW solar power plant 
located in Juárez, Chihuahua, which was announced earlier in 2019 and that will begin operations 
on the second semester of 2020. As informed in September and October of this year, this project 
will also supply energy to Comercializadora Círculo CCK,S.A. de C.V. and subsidiaries, El Puerto de 
Liverpool, S.A.B. de C.V. and subsidiaries, and Envases Universales S.A.P.I. de C.V. 

IEnova announces private placement of Senior Secured Notes– IEnova Press Release 
IEnova, informs TAG Norte Holding, the parent entity of the Los Ramones Norte natural gas 
pipeline and a joint venture between IEnova and Brookfield Infrastructure, issued US$332,000,000 
(three hundred and thirty two million dollars) of 20-year senior secured notes in an international 
private placement that was fully subscribed by investors from the U.S., Germany, France and 
Canada, including affiliates and clients of Allianz Global Investors (“AllianzGI”).  
 
In addition, the Issuer’s existing bank loan facility was amended and restated concurrently with the 
issuance of the senior notes to, among other things; renew the original 12 and 20 year tenors of 
the commercial and development bank loans under the facility.  
IEnova is one of the largest private energy companies in Mexico, with operations in several 
segments including natural gas, electricity generation and storage of refined products.  
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